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arlotte Prindle
oldest Winner

Tiny Spartan To Reel*
Large:V,riety-of PrizOs

By DORIS HILDEBRAND
Eve Prindle has been proclaimed the
Charlotte
Blue-eyed Miss
ars+ Spartan baby of the year, says Bill Simons, director of the First
by contest sponsored by the Spartan Daily.
The baby, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall E. Prindle, was
born at 7:56 p.m. Jan. 5 at Huntington Memorial hospital, Pasadena,
and weighs six pounds, six ounces.
The baby and her mother are
new with Mrs. Prindle’s mother in
Angeles because of the coule’s inability to find adequate
housing in San Jose. Prindle is
now living at the home of his
wife’s uncle, but hopes to find a
home for his -family as soon as
possible.
The new father is a sophomore
physical education major at San
Jose State college and plans to
, teach in secondary schools after
his graduation. Prindle attended
Glendale City college for two
years before coming to Sin Jose.
He is interested in athletics and
was a member of intramural teams
in basketball and touch-football
here.
The couple was married in April
of 1999 in Las Vegas, Nev. Charlotte is their first child.
The new Miss Prindle and her
parents will receive many gifts,
promised by local
merchants.
These will include a portrait of
.the baby, a solid gold baby ring
with a diamond setting, a wallet
for the father and a bouquet for
Mrs. Prindle. There are also many
other gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin E. Tallmon’s new baby, Louise Alda, was
porn just one day after the arrival
of the winner of the contest. Tallmon is a WraW. watchmaking
major at San Jose State college.
He and 14 wife rive in Mountain
View. The Tailmon child was
born Jan. 6 at Palo Alto hospital
and weighs 6 pounds, 12 ounces.
Prizes.have been contributed by
the following merchants: Wolff
Drug . to.. Blum’s department
sine- e,
Bozzi, Health Shoe
center, Thelma Richardson’s, the
Flower Basket, Anthony’s shoe
service, Sal’s leather craft s
Spartan Doughnut shop, Chatterton baker, Dickerson Bros., Kopriva’s Junior Bootery, Lo Monaco’s jewelry store, Juvinile
Shops, Ltd., Boyce’s, Hotel Sainte
Claire Berber shop, MoreheadFleming Drug Co., Ankelo Butera,
Bohannon’s, By The Yard Ltd.,
and Hart’s department store.

No Rally Tonight
There will be no frosh rally
In the Morris Dailey auditorium
tonight, according to sponsor
Wilbur F. Lulck. It would have
advertised the "Black (lateen
Ball," the frosh dance to be held
tomorrow night.

Those who expect income tax
refunds, especially those employed
only in the Summer last year,
should apply for tax return forms
within the near future. All applications for tax refunds must be
on file by March 15.
Why you may he entitled to a
refund is expthined thus: A person who makes, for example,
in income of 8200 per month
throughout the year must pay a
total of 8261 in income taxes. Each
month the government will deduct
$22 from ’the income which totals
$261 at the end of the year. The
government also deducts $22 per
month from the person who makes
$200 per month for only three
months. Since this person is not
.required to pay an income tax on
his $600 income, however, he is
entitled to a refund.
Tax refund forms may be secured at the local post office
building, room 209.
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Spears Hold Sale
A rudatnage sale is being held
today in front of Morris Dailey
auditorium from 7:10 to 3:30
p.m. Unclaimed articles from
last quarter are ow sale. The
sale Is being sponsored by the
Spartan Spears.

Plumber 57

San Jose Dealer Offers
Free Used Cars for Vets
Are you a veteran? If so. you
may he able to get a used car,
absolutely free, with ,no strings
attached. The Cars ’are
teed. to run, and have five tires.
A used car dealer in San Jose
has offered to give four or fie
cars of ancient vintage to yeti erans attending San Jose State
college who are in need of transportation. All vets who are inter"Spartan Review," the weekly : ested in obtaining one of these
15-minute program that highlights !cars_ are asked to contact Miss
San Jose. State cealege news, act iv- , Van -Gundy in the Dean of Men’s
.ifiii’’’.
drgellalitieS, _makes ifs . office either today:or tomorrow.
winter quarter debut tonight 00
Applications will be accepted
Station KEEN at 8 O’clock.
’ until 5 o’clock Friday afternoon..
A shift in the personnel of the The requests will be reviewed by
campus show_now has Nick ,Lick- Dean Pitman, who will notify
war and Dick McGlinchey team- those chosen to receive *ars.
ing up with Dick Russell, who was
one of the original announcers
when the s’how began last tall.
Nickwar and :‘,1cGlinchey will be
interviewed by Russell on tonight’s
program.
That long awaited wooden ramp
show
Regular features oftheho
include. the prize remark of the is ’finally being -attached to the
week, top record of the week, the northern wall of the Occupational
to
latest campus news, and a new Therapy building, according
proMiss
Mary
Booth,
assistant
feature which will spotlight some
interest
:
to fessor of occupational theram.
Spartan of- special inter
The ramp is to be used in the
listeners.
Tonight’s program will spotlight, transportation of wheelchair -ridtherapy rooms.
George Clark, a member of the den patients into
It will also benefit one chair stuvarsity basketball team.
dent.
Miss Booth stated that the department has asked for a ramp
atedly fhe last few *garters.
"It will save much wear and tear
on the faculty and students- It
requires three-persons to
Mrs. Alston Haggerty, assistant
tient into the building," she
professor of Health and Hy gi
Said.
has been chosen as adviser of the
Without any further interferSpartan Spears, a position left ence frotn the weather, the ramp.
vacant with the recent resigna- should be completed in a few’
tion of Miss Margaret Twombly. days, Miss Booth concluded.
Miss Twornbly assumed the advisership of the Spartan Spears
18 years ago and was their only
’
iser during that period.
In-reS1gning.:11diss Twombly explained that due to her numerous
duties outside the Spartan Spear
organization, she was no longer
able to devote as much time as
An earthquake shook Los Angeshe believed the organization de- les at 1:42 p.m. yesterday. Offimanded.
cials described it as "short hut
sharp." Center of the quake was
estimated not more than 15 miles
from the California Institute of
Technology laboratory, located in
Pasadena.
Coed Recovering
The 18-year-old University of
Arizona:. coed who apparently
jumped- or fell from a campus
dormitory Sunday morning was
repderetslightly’lmproved yesterday. Hospital attendants said her
condition was still critical. University classmates were asked to
replace supplies furnished by the
Red Cross blood center in her
treatment. The girl, Joyce Flynn,
regained consciousitelk Tuesday
night.
Vote on Socialism
-Poinso.-114issiater-Clanzas4--41.ttlec
set Feb. 23 as. the date of a general election at which British
voters decide it they want five
more years of socialism.
Lewis Gino ’Suggestion*
- John L. Lewis "suggested" to"
80,500 striking United Mine Workers yesterday that they return to
work Monday. New York reported stocks rose to new highs since
1946 when Lewis’s comment was
hit -skip strike
released.
The
which closed mihes in nine states
cost the country 1,370,000 tons of
coal during its three days.

Radio Pogram
To Spotlight
College Life

OT Building Gets
1 Ramp Along Wall

Reoigx!y,
As Spears Adyiier

Pictured here is Marshall E. Prindle, father of the first Spartan.
baby born in 1950. Ills daughter, Charlotte Eve., has been proclaimed whiner of the Spartan Daily First Baby contest.. Pop is shown
here getting in a little practice. in the "fine art" of diapering babies.
The "baby" and layette were borrowed fram the Health and Hygiene
office but Prindle supplied his own cigar for the aceseition.
photo by Everett

cr Gives Fresh
Get-Ta-Gethee’

Refund for Vets

AD 1949-50 -gradual-ding vets are
advis"ed to check in the Graduate
The first freshman class activoffice regarding posity of the year will be held this Manager’s
fee refunds.
graduation
sible
evening at 7:30 in the Student
Union when the student
sponsors a "Get-ta-gether."
Under the supervision of ’Y’
member Marsh Pitman, the "Getta-gether" is being tried this year
in hopes that it will become an
annual affair- at San Jose State
college.
Dancing, singing, and entertainment areron the evening’s, programinvited to attend.

Atwater Kent
Tax Refund Forms Auditiotig Set
Entry-blanics for the 1950
Due March 15
water Kent auditions now

S.

4

Atare
available, it was announced recently by the Atwater Kent
Foundation.
The $15,000 prize
contest is open to all non-professional singers between the ages of
18 and 28.

Application forms may be obtained by writing the Atwater
Kent foundation, Box 1511, Hollywood 28. Actual competition is
scheduled to begin in approximately’ six weeks, but requests
should be filed with the Foundation immediately. There is no
entry fee.

She pQ4 Felt
In Southern Calif.

Santa Clara Dance

Weather
After running around with wet
feet most of yesterday, the forecaster sneezed twice and came up
with a prediction of fair for today.
Thermometers yesterday ranged
from a low of 31 to a high of 48.
Skies were overcast.

UP ROUNDUP

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin E. Tallmon, shown here with their nem
daughter, are runners-up in the *erten Daily First Baby contest.
They are pictured in their Mountain VleVi home gazing proudly at
their daughter, Louise Aida Talbuon, The Talimon child wax born
day after the arrilal of the %%inner, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs..
Marsial E. Prindle. Tallman is a junior uatclunaking major at,
photo by Grnelin
San Jose State college.

SJS studenti may attend a
formal dance sponsored by the
Santa Clara Engineering Society
at* the Peninsula Country Club
Saturday night, Jan. 14. Bids are
available for 83.50 in the SJS Student Union.
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Joan Hale Leads
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Editorial

Page

Women

New leader of women’s activities at San Jose State this quarter is attractive Joan Hale, 19year-old junior education major
Hill.
from Morgan
_
As president’ of Associated Women Students, Joan and her busy
cabinet have a colorful program
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- No!
Campus Chest
_

ASB Council member Bob Madien’s proposal Stif "CampiTs
Chest" drive an annual collection to end aftother collections --merits careful considerartion.
Let’s look at the facts. Each year 4 number of campus organizations ’and specially created committees cehripaign for contributions to
varitius causes. There shobld"be no objection to this. The existence
- of several worthwhile foundations and funds now depends on private
subscription.
But, collection of funds for all these organizations in one drive
would present serious problems. Drive quotas are almost impossible to set a year in advance. Division of money collected in
one Herculean campaign would challenge the ingenuity of a financial wizard.
Beyond this, all "chest" collections are non -selective. Contributions are not to one fund or cause- but to a’group of funds and causes
some of which the donor may have no desire to support.
Proponents of the "Campus Chest" contend that students hate
to be bothered- with preii-i-for funds from cancer funds, polio foundations, Red Cross, Community Chest, WSSF and other agencies.
We want to be bothered. We want to know how much
- money is needed by these groups and hew if is spent.
Think it over, Councilmen. Don:t commit us to a policy of unthinking contribution to an omnibus fund. Let us give. with’ an understanding of the giving and an appreciation of the gn..
, , ,
.

Regard-Your-140th
Tuesday a San Jose ,State college penologiltudent was injured
in the gymnasium during a.regular cless session;Members of his judo
class carried him to the health-office on a stmtcher. ’He was transferminutes later.
red to a downtown hospital by ambulanqe
Miss Margaret Twombly, health office’- head, told the Spartan
injured student could-probably -recover hail-his-bospita
expensesup to $200.
hascome fer_e_Mtiefel investigation of college
acilities. Speed in handling on-campus injuries is Min’
even under over-crowded conditions. Cost of medical
+jai
treatment for students should be pared to an absolute minimum,
consistant with adequate service.

ait

We are not interested in assessing blame for past conditions and
.alleged neglects. We are determined only to see an improvement -in
future service.

Some students and faculty members have suggested a wholesale revision of the health service plan. Some have proposed
joining a group health program proposed by a downtown hospital.
The anr,wer to the health tervice problem can only come through
careful examination of the plesent set up and evaluation of any and
all proposals for itt improvement or revkion. Such considerations are
not the province of the Student Council or administration alone. They
belong to everyone.
It c your health think about it!

Reporter Reveals Why
You Sit Where You Do
-- --Wok are the reasons for the students’ choice of seats in their
now claws at the beginning of each quarter?
A recent unscientific surveymad* on the campus revealed that
students follow a set pattern in their choice and that this in turn re.
vests their eharne
nesses, idiosyncrasies, -habits, and
personalities.
The results of this survey are
availattle_to the instructors at a
nominal fee. (Advertisement). It
will aid them in psychoanalyzing
tfteir students and will be a valuBy RILL EPLER
able aid in understanding why
How .would yoti_like to: pus
their pupils react differently ’to
this given situation. .Also it will annual gas and high( bill a ’Rao,.
be a handy’ guide in their future 000? That is approximately s’ ’
grading.
it- costa -every year-for t htor
vices at San Jose State
Seven Types
according to figures released i
There ’are seven basic types or S. Thompson, college compe’.
patterns into which the students
Most of us give little th,can be classified. There are slight what it costa .to ’keep:
variations in the seven main classrooms and offices heaiio
groupings but generally students lighted on cold gloomy (1:1,, Inv
’can be classified under. one ’or from the above figures it ear he
another. of them.
-seen -that- it costs a lot-of- mnney,
Firer oforte there-are the ’eager- all of it tax money.
beaver type- who head for the
The bill for December .alone was
front row. They want to impress $3,591. This is a lot of mont’s hut
the instructors with their earnest- seems less formidable when
ness for a higher education. The aged out to about 50 .centssier
front row is the ideal spot in person.
which to furrow your brow in such
The tunYont of gas’ and power
a manner that it cannot be missed used during the year varies front
by the teacher. It also has the month to month but ’December,
advantage of being in the direct January and February are the
line of fire from the pearls of wis- heaviest,. The largest monthly bill
dom hurled forth in the lectures. lot 1949 was for February and alA direct opposite of type num- though this is the shortest month
ber one are the hermit type who the. tisb was $4,200.
Both gas and electricity are furhead for the farthest and most
Isolated corners of the class- nished by P.G.&E. The gas comes
room. The survey did not reveal mainly from the Kettleman oil
If these students are definitely fields in Kings and Fresno counanti-modal or If they just enjoy ties. The elegtricity comes from
their own company better. An- Moccasin creek powerhouse locatother unconfirmed theory is that ed in Tuolumne county in the Si.they are simply there because erra Nevada mountains.
the course demands their presence and by gad they can stiffer through come bade. or high of the girls a break ’and others
water, and besides that the are strictly the one-woman type.
three units will come in handy Of course they have a different
steady in each class but for the
some day.
at least they are the deTYPe.thift _includes the Mute imoment
,
"old maid" school teachers. For voted ones.
The rugged individualist is the
purposes of identification let us
list them as 3A. They are the eas- cne who throws his notebook in
iest to spot as these girls are the the general direction of the chairs
first in the room and by right of and wherever it lights is good
prior possession they monopolize enough for him. This owthod of
a cot tails- section of the seats, very choosing seats Is itiNnly opinion as
close to each other and with de- good as any of those previously
fiant looks scare .away, any male mentioned,
who, might have ideas of sitting .--Theabith-type I. the one.-litto
nearby: Also included in type which the vast ’majority are
three are the back row beau classified. They have none or
brummels. They monopolize, de- make use of none of the abovepending on their numbers, the en- mentioned methods. In fact ihe
tire rear section of the classroom. survey was not able to tincocr
This division, 3B, are equally as any thinking on their part, at
good at whispering and giggling as least In the matter of their
3A. Three-B is at its best in guf- making a choke of seat*.
The last and Smallest group,
fawing at the slightest excuse.
(which the investigator for this
Romeo Type
survey falls into) are the old men.
In a relative sense, the Romeo No mattter how they try to act
(or Juliet) type are closely related younger wifh their talk or by
to type three because sex. prompts wearing loafers and maybe a
their choice of seats. There are school jacket, they always-can
variations of the ’Romeo type, spotted by theili choice of _seats
Some play the field and give all as near the gas heaters as Possible. The heat is welcome to their
rheumatism and other sundry
signs of the time when Social Security -checks will take the place
of tlw Vets subsistence allotment.

Gas, Light:4itls
Amount to $30,000
Annually-tit S.I.SC

Mary Frydenlund and’ Jim Hayes, Co-editors
Bill Simons, Business Manager

(

Which Are You?

JOAN HALE
planned, designed to promote women’s activities .n campus.
A dark blonde, with sparkling
blue eyes, Joan has been an active member of Spartan Spears,
and is now assistant chairman
of Freshman Camp, and house
president of her sorority, in addition to her work as AWS execuUve.
"I’m expecting this to be the
most successful quarter AWS has
ever had," Joan smiled. "Welt the
women students’ support we hope
to sponsor many new activities.
including the first annual song
festival, ’March Melodies’: the
annual Valentine dance, ’Heart’s
Delight’, and a welcome affair for
new coeds.
"Also on the agenda will be an
increased emphasis on our regular
AWS meetings. We plan to have
special speakers every other, Wet}
eeeday to present tips on awning, fashions, and other topics of
feminine interest," Joan

ed.
It’s Not Easy
SEATTLE, Wash. Jan. 11 (UP).
A---ehain reaction setoffhy-41w
Pacific storm killed Alfred ,McMath, 34, in -this manner:
wag 1ft!dTthig water
pipes under his house at Five Mile
hike, Washe yesterday.
Several miles away, heavy winds
blew a tree over, breaking a ’power line. The break caged another
line to become overloaded.
It
shorted across a telephone line.
The current raced down McMath’s telephone line, grounded
to gas and water pipes under the
house. The sudden charge blew up
his furnace, wrecking the rear end
of the house.
McMath, startled, raised up suddenly and struck his head on the
rafters.
He died of a broken neck.

Soxers Prefer No Ocean
Homely Actors

Sa..nd Predominates at DeAth Valley

HOLLYWOOD (UP) - Shirleyj
Baskin, blue-eyed, blond, and vice-,
president of a Wendell Corey Fan
"This here Death Valley busiclub, said recently the girls she ness ain’t like Easter week at Sanknows are getting tired of hand- ta Cruz; there’s lots of sand but
no ocean," glides the Desert Rat,
some movie heroes.
It’s the homely actors that keep an informaffon pamphlet written
’ern awake nights. Gents who look by Dr. Robert Rhodes, biology
like they might even sock a dame professor at San Jose State colif they felt like it.
lege, about the trip to be taken
"Men that ite men!" breathed to Death Valley Mar. 26 through
Shirley revere ly. "Strong men. Apr. 1 by the West Coast Nature
Men like Wendell. school..
Virile men.
catch."
The Desert Rat has been handShirley is IN and starry-eyed ed to the 123 persons who have
about the love -making possibilities registered beginning Tuesday at
of Corey. So, she says, are all the 8 a.m, in room S 100 for the trip.
other ’teen-agers in her set. And Registration will continue every
they don’t think Producer Hal day - t his week, according to Mrs.
Wallis is making the most of his .Margaret A. Guenther, registration assistant for WCNS. The natalents.
"He looks like the type who’d ture school trip is limited to 150
order his woman around," Ow persons, she said.
Tuition Fee
sighed. "That’s What we girls
At the time of registration oach
want. Not these hand-kissing pretty .4my5. Persinsiltilp, Tyrone Power / student must pay_ a ttattieu.fee of
11V3 with an adiOtional $10 food
letives me egad."

expense charge, said Mrs. Guenther.
"You gotta know what you’re in
for so you won’t be sorry you
came," the Desert Rat says in
speaking of the 1500-mile journey.
It is a spring vacation of being
kept "on the run about 16 hours
a day."
"Our job," states Dr. Rhodes in
the pamphlet, "is to see you get
some larnin’." Two units of upper
division transferable studyotccom.
panics the week’s condensed work,
Dr. Rhodes stated.
Because they were literally
blown out of the Blue Room
canyon, which the pamphlet\
speaks of as Coffin canyon, last
year, Dr. Rhodes stated that
the group will live in the CCC
barracks In that vicinity. ’It’s
Wm!, - -at s4plimoi sawn. -Tim-. jesiislleas ..afteets. work usilt;tbie floors ain’t any harder taw* the

grouoil," It was printed in the
Desert Bat.
Dr. Carl Duncan, head of the
Natural Science department, in
commenting on the condition of
the CCC barracks said, "It looks
like the Vandals have been there
with four or five years of plundering."
, Transportation to the land of
sand and blistering sun will bc by
private car pool at a cost to each
person of $10,- Dr. Rhodes said.
Chances of scaring out prospectors -are pretty slim, according
to Dr. Rhodes. He explained that
all the rough descriptien in the
Desert Rat only keeps out those
"city itliekers" who mind finding
a few, scorpions in their own-brewed coffee. The most important
thing he emphasized was ability
.of the young camper toilet along
with the xroup and tend to the
business of intensive study.

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Recently two students were injured participating in school athletic programs. The first Was injured during the Novice [losing
tournament and the other during
his scheduled’ P.E. class. In both
the above mentioned cases, and
the numerous others not specifically mentioned; students were
forced to pay their own medical
bills, sometimes in part, and sometimes in whole.
Why should these students, par
ticipating in P.E. programs an
school -sponsored athletic events
be forced,to pay medical bills fo
injuries they incur?
Respectively,
ASR 4876; ASE: 4000; ASH 5506
ASH .3104 ASS 5710; ASH 557

Scientists Reveal
Recent Discoveries
by . ,Stanktexl

)0
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td that
urn re.
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Stanford students put aside academic worries and headed home to await Santa.Claus and the New
Year, numberi of scientists and engineers gathered on the Farm for
their annual winter convention.
41.’ The Stanford electronic scientists had a field day at the American
Physical Socity meeting. On the 29th, Dr. Pep! H. Kirkpatrick; Originator of the X-ray microscope, unveiled a mare *powerful model of
Ms Etrainehild leAtithis designect,to give, mag4fioation ef* SO to 100
cfiametersi..Altheugli,tite..X4ey .Miorescope isi still ia 414-fabbrateily
stage, the new, finely finished model is a far cry .frolti-the crude instrument Dr. Kirkpatrick first -introduced.
The new instrument, Dr. Kirkpatrick announced, has a resolving
power comparable to many microaierated with. ordinary
"
light. This pnvfer, which provides a
distinct image, is more. important
:NDIANA UNIVERSITY. - - An
than magr.ificatans, the Stanford
of $224,000 has been
authorization
scientist said.
announced by the DuPont coni-,
Record Set
seventy-six
The following day the society pany for the awards of
and post-doctoral
post-graduate
heard that the Farm’s new atom
universmasher, the electron linear accel- fellowships to forty-seven
1950-51 academic
erator, had set a world’s record by sities for the
producing 25 million electron volts year.
Post-graduate fellowships were
at only 14 feet of its 160-foot
length. The record-producing in- awarded to Indiana university.
Granting of these fellowships is
strument was a 15-foot prototype
continuation of the company’s
a
model of the linear accelerator
originated in 1918 to enplan
which is now being constructed in
courage graduate- research in
the microwave laboratory.
expanded
Stanford scientists Richard F. cheiniattsr-__It_bas been
physics,
of
fields
the
include
to
Post and Marvin Chodoro particuIt
larly enjoyed the fact that the per- metallurgy, and engineering.
formance confirmed the theoreet- provides support for the advanced
these
ical predictions of the late Dr. training of students in
institutions
in
science
of
!ranches
William W. Hansen, Stanford physicist and developer of the linear of higher learning.
The selection of candidates for
accelerator. They hope td have an
fellowships and the choice of
the
BO-foot section of the instrument
on which they are to
problems
completed by August.
left to
University engineers were hosts work are, as in the past,
the
to more than 150- representatives the universities which receive
oblinot
are
Individuals
awards.
of western state schools Dec. 28
and 29, at which time such sub- gated with respect to employment
jects" as new teaching aids and after completing work under this
laboratory techniques were dis- plan.
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Polio Study
Stanford ’doctors had their say
last month when the winter edition
of the Stanford Medical Bulletin
appeared. Three doctors studied
the eccentric Characteristics of a
polio epidemic in San, Diego and
made five conclusions.
"The doctors observed that there
-was some evidence of a link. beJwcen Mean temperature and The
peak of incidence of polio cases.
In San Diego the doctors found
that rigorous isolation of cases
and quarantine of exposed persons
is both logical and advisable.
They further found that the
higest proportions of cases ,came
tmunities where the
lion increased the greatest sin&
tt bUt weresurpriaed to find
that the long-time residents suffered out of proportion to the new-tamers.
Contacts Investigated
Doctors Henrik L. Blum, William C. Chiapella, and Alex M.
Lesem, the investigating scientists
said that known contacts with
other polio victims occurred to a
large extent in some communities
but rarely in others. Swimming,
trips, and over-exertion, suspicious
factors in epidemics, showed up
infrequently in San Diego case
histories.
The -fifth conclusion was that
age and sex played an important
role in the type of case and severity of attack. Children up to 2
years and over 16 suffered more
than the 3 to 15 age group. More
males than females died in the epidemic studied, but females got
twice as many cases and were
more apt to have paralyzed limbs.
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CAL POLY.
A flash fire
whipped through a two:story menai
dormitory at the University of
Oklahoma Dec. 3, burning it to
the ground within minutes. Three
students were killed, and more
than a score injured or burned.
Mcause this fire was on a college campus, Ernest Steiner -chief
security officer, desires -the following rules brought_ to,,the atention
gf..the students:
1. Don’t smoke in bed.
2. Know how _to_ call thg, fire department.
3. Keep fire escape doors clear.
4. In case of fire, alert others:
Check on all ocCupants.
5. Keep transom windows closed.
6. Don’t play with extinguishers.
7. In case of fire, stay close to
floor &and ’ make for nearest
,
.
.
exit.
8. Do not tamper with thermo-
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Northwestern University.Worried about 1950?
If so, just shove’all such morbid thoughts aside, and listen to
what America’s foremost authorities on entertainment, labor, religion;
.
government, and industry have to say.
.
The Northwestern university
-.
_
-Reviewing stand, presehted,in costats or heating control.
9..Do not clean niotor .kaarts in Operlt4011
1.13 Mutual Broadrooms.
tbt s stern every Sunday. Yeano s ore
tured nine u s an ding A mer i cans ,
usable liquids in roomst
Year’s day program,
its N
on
1. Do not play with or atitorti-rp
hose lines..
prsee in 1950."
’Do-’not use hot pIates-o’- other
And here’s what each had to
types of electrical heating predict, in condensed form, abOUL.
_.
equipment._ House wiring is the 4nsuing year:
not large enough to carry -load.
Eiing- Crosby, granddaddy of’13. Report all trouble to’ dorm "Ameriegn crooners, foresaw great
superintendent or power house. progre4 in the entertainment field.
Furthermore, he said television
would improve greatly in 1950 and
would offer a "great challenge"
to America’s many entertainers.
Paul Hoffman, head of the Economic Cooperation administration,
Is convinced "that with our help
the free nations of western Europe
can win the cold war and that the
free nations of Western Europe
will stick with this free nation of
"ours in _building a -peaceful, prosperous, free world."
’ Industrial Magnate Henry kaiser
foresaw 1950 as a "yea
op4rof opportpnity,-really great
rtunity for
individual America."
ns
ax incentives to industry will keep the
.n.silonal economy dynamic and ex.
panding according to Kaiser, while
a better employee -management reof reasonable cause for absence, lationships and a better standard
they shall notify- the court of of medical care will resit.
All America will benefit by
their reasons and the hearing
will be postponed if the reasons labor’s action according to Phillip
Murray. president of the CIO,
are excusable.
3. How is an appeal for a new while - the Right Reverend Monseigneur Fulton J. Sheen predicted
trial made?
a "wiser and happier people."
No further hearing of one ap.Margaret Chase Smith,’ United
peal case will be allowed before
the Student Court once a decis- States senator from Maine, beion has been reached by them, in lieved that we would begin to de.
the event the case was originally pend more upon each other.
’Other
’public
figures
who
aptried before the student court.
The principals involved will peared on the program were
period of four weeks Robert Taft and Wayne Morse,
have
wherein they -may gather new republican senators, and Claude
evidence and apply for a new Pepper, Democratic -senator, wijo
triaL Appication for a new trial uutllncd proposed plans for their shall be filed with’ the court respective parties in 1950.
Bailiff.
, 4. What Shall constitute decision right to accept or refuse a hearof. the Student Court and how ing?
The Student Court shall not
shall it be polled?
’refuse any case hut shall be emMajority vote shall constitute
wered to stop hearing on any
decision by the Student Courtcase determined unnecessary acsad it shall be held by secret
to-the constitution.
’

Campus Scene.

Student Court
Answers Queries

Another Parking
Lot Available
For Cal Students

Fears Expressed for Dead Week

Conflicts at the Farm
might mark the beginning of the
end of dead week.
The Music and Drama departments, to name one group, frequently want to schedule rehearsals and programs during dead
week. And professors would like
to’ give quizzes. Dean Kimpton
Wrote:
"We in this office consistently
have fought various faculty and
administrative groups to prevent
any encroachment on the dead
week period . . . I greatly fear
that the action of Excom will open
the natter up and the faculty will
claim that if social affairs can be
held, then certainly academic affairs can be held, too."

STUDENTS!
For prompt service
try
DE MARIA’S
SHOE SERVICE
436 E. ’Santa Clara
C Y 34141

$

National . Chiefs See ’50.
As Year of Opportunity

the national

PURDUE UNIVERSITY. - One
of the most controversial issues
on campus these days seems to
be the Student Court. There has
been much said pro and con about
it and there have been many ques_tions in the minds of students as
to just some of the things that the
Court does. In an effort to
,strengthen the Court, the officers
have gotten together and answered
those questions Which seemed of
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOR- Paramount importance-, .
NIA.
A parking lot with capa- ’ The questions and answers.
city of 127 cars has been-made which’ the Student Court. Motet
_students, enpresenta- Wee’ 6f’ ituiltir iiitiartante ir6r,
available
ft.c6;,aiedei
tive-at-large Dick Van jioutn
-reported Saturciay.
tiffs notified ot-a-penditig- hearVan Houten, chairman of the ing?
ASUC committee on parking ProbDefendants and plaintiffs are
lems, said University busineait, notified by summons issued by
manager William J. Norton had the court clerk at least seven
advised him that the change was days prior to the date of the
effective immediately. The lea in hearing.
’uest
is _adjaemit to Memorial
2. How are the defendant and
stadium and was formerly restrieted----radiatiorf-laboratory- plaintiff forced to -attend2Neither will be forced: howenipfoyees.
Van Houten also said that the ever, the absence of the plaintiff
Bowles hall parking lot is being will constitute his withdrawal of
lined and marked as requested by the ease while the absence of the
his committee earlier in the semes- defendent will constitute his
admission of guilt. In ,the event
ter.

STANFORD UNIVERSITY.
Ask anyone .who has transferred
here from another university, and
he’ll tell you our "dead week" is
a great thing to have. It is not a
University -rule, however, but has
been set up by the students, and
the administration backs them up.
Last month, Excom pasted a bylaw amendment which would allow
small closed parties, over by 10
p.m., during dead week. Before
this was pasied,-iiis social functions
were to be -held in the six days
preceding final examinations.
Expresses Fear
The change sounds innocent
enough. But Dean Kimpton, in a
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSletter to Jan O’Brien, ASSU viceITY.’- -Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
president, expressed a fear that it
chairman of the United Nations
Commission on Human Rights,
will speak Friday, Jan. 13, in the elected chairman of the CommisAuditorium on the sixth- convo- sion on Human Rights in 1946.
cation program of the ’semester. She still retains the chairmanship.
Through her U.N.. work, Mrs.
Her topic will be "The_,Citizen’a
Responsibdity to the United ,Na- Roosevelt has taken the opportunity to study world problems and
lions."
Called the "First Lady of-the the promotion of world peace, She
World" in -Newsweek magazine believes ’that world peat* may be
Mrs. Roosevelt became nationally achieved through cooperation and
known first as wife Of the late wise consideration in the U.N. One
President of the United States of her basic tenets for the Human
later as a prolific author, and Rights Commission is the right of
citizeni to participate in their
most recently as a statesman.
Mrs. Roosevelt was unanimously government.

Mrs. Roosevelt To Speak
At Northwestern Univ.
For CdnvbeatiOn Program

-ere inol athkas
Box ii
during
:n both
n4, and
pecif ic, were
nedical
some-

Post-Grail Awards
Given TO Indiana .

Attention Brought
To Safety Rulings

5. If plaintiff and defendent
sire to present a new witness aft&
the time limit, which has been set
forth in the procedure of the court
has expired, how long may he do
A witness whose testimony
has been deemed necessary for
a fair and just hearing by a majority of judges shall be called
as an "Instatenous Witness" and
this testimony shall be credited
equally with that of any other
iittnesses.
6. Can either the defendant or
plaintiff ask for replacement of
one of the judges who in -their
opinion’is prejudiced?
Either shall have the right to
ask that one of the judges be excused from that particular hearing upon consent-of the majority
of the court.
7. Should the court have the

Excellent Food
Quick Service
Congenial Atmosphere

OPEN 24 HOURS

HASTY TASTY
40 E. Santa Clara Street

Get Your
Orders in

Discounts
to all

5.

EARLY

Organizations

Patate Aowt
George
and Ruth

SHOP

Open
’till 11 P.M.

"a taste treat you’ll remember"
6391/2 N. 13th Street

San Jose

_

Si Ne4tittaan Chub
HOlda Open House
For :All Students

Thursdasy,..JacuarY- 12 UM

4 ..KPAIIITAX.D4ILY

SJS Approves Designs
For Proposed Archway

Newman club members in collaboration with their Board of
Directors, under direction of Mrs.
M. D. Baker, are sponsoring, an
open house from 7:30 to 11:00
o’clock tonight in Newman hall,
79 S. Fifth street, Rita Rabenstein, social chairman announced
yesterday.
All Catholic as well as nonCatholic students are invited to
Non attend the open house.
Catholics are eligible for membership in this Catholic organization.
Membership cards for $125 will
be sold at tonight’s meeting.
Members will act as hosts and
hostesses for the festivities tonight. Recreat ionat facilities avail
able in Newman hall include
bowling, dancing, billiards, pingixing and cards.
Joe_Garske, Newinan club president, will preside over a short
social meeting. Garske will also
give several announcements pertaining to a tentative winter quarter schedule which was drawn up
at a meeting Tuesday .night. He
will speak on qualifications for
club officers for the coming election in two weeks.
Refreshments to be served at
the open house include open-face
sandwiches and coffee.
Committee members for the
event include Doris Wooley; Mary
Carol. Bartholemy, Loretta St rat .ton, and Stan’ %%’4

Second Story
P44’;.04Aa. Dike

COnstitictioli of ’ covered.. arch.
way between the Science building
and Commerce wing should eliminate ,"a serious fire safety problem", college President T. W.
MacQuarrie tOd the Spartan
Daily recently. His prediction of. increased protection for students and faculty in
the two,buildings came with the
announcement that state architects’ tentative plans for the
S24.000 structure hatle been
approved.
The president explained that a
stairway fire in either building
could trap students on the upper
floors with no escape routes.
"Some students. would have to walk more than :144 feet to an
exit in case of a fire now," Dr.
MacQuarrie added. "This- is far-beyond the minimum distance recommended by the states
According to present plans, the
rick-faced arch and walkway (above) win towel Use
30 toot span between the two second floors of the Science building (right) sad Conunerce- wing
buildings will be brick-faced to (left) according to tentative plans prepared by tho state aroiliteet
harmonize with the structures on and approved by the coUege administration.
each side. Tapered pillers above
the arch will support a gently necessary, Dr. MacQuarrie said. than raised as is the Library arch.
sloping. roof --covering the walk- Slated for elimination are offices This was made necessary because
way between the second floors of and a conference room on the sec- of the relatively low upper floors’
both buildings.
rind floor of the Science building on both buildings.
Spartan Spears. will. hold rumConstruction of the span abut- and offices and part of a typing
No construction date has been
mage sale of. unclaimed articles
ments and entrance halls to the room in the Commerce wing.
set ’for -the project-:.but college
from last quarter in front of Mon;
upper walkway will make removal
The passage under the new arch officials said funds for. the .conrig
Dailey from 7:30a .m.’ to ,5:30
of some office and classroom space will be at ground level ---rather struction are available.
.
-P.m.

IParleyVirws
To Be Heard
By, Managers
BILL FRLSE
Graduate Manager Hill Felse
and Manager of Athletics Jerry
Vroon) will attend a conference
of graduate managers and persoks
with similar duties Jan. 19-20 ’At’
Santa Barbara college. The idea
for such a conference came from
Felse, Ed Welch of University el
California, and Bill Russell 01
Santa Barbara college.
Those at the meeting
change information on policit.,
and practices that the graduate
managers’ offices now employ ill
will

IIAnnouncements 11

Student ’Y’ Group
WilLAid Students
Who Need Advice

1

Classified Advertising

1

Rooms for college boys with
FOR RENT
everything furnished. Moder n,
-- fully equipped kitchen and, launFirtt w*ter quarter meeting of_ Room, board, small salary in exdromat. Call CY 3-7513 after
the Personal and Campus Affairs change to college girt for help
5 p.m.
comMission of the Student "Y", with housework.
No children.
will be held this evening at 7:30 1184
Wanted: One or two men to
_C-h-e r r y avenue, call
o’clock in the home of Miss Ruth
share new furnished apartment
CY 14560.
Milford, 405_ 12th street__
w-two=rither_zeDege students.
Room for two boys. Kitchen Call at 770 Polheinus street after
Miss Milford,. former counselor
5 p.m. One and one-half blocks
for vocational guidance at Stan- privileges. 874 S. 10th street.
from college. $15, a month. Men
ford university, will speak on voApartment for rent for one or
cational selection and opportuni- two fellows to share a brand new -only. 426 S. Seventh street, call
ties. according to Leona Crouch, duplex. New furniture with alL CY 3-1938.
chairman of the commission.
Good board and room for two
furnished.
etc.,
linens, dishes,
Anyone who wishes to- find Laundry and parking facilities boys. Warm_rooms._165_ N. Fifth
answers to personal problems, to 435 E. Reed street, call C’Y 2-9547. street. CY 5-3772.
learn how the student governRoom and booed for college
LOST
ment operates, or to enter into girls. Mrs. Sanchez,,, 199 8. 14th
discussions on individual student street, call CY 3-1934.
Claiinet in small black -cased
problems, is eligible to join this
Atkiress inside case.
P h din e
organization.
hoard and room. or ’ kitchen AX 6-0399. Liberal reward.
privileges for four college boys.
Students who wish to attend to- Heated. bedrooms.
Phone
"Kinetic Theory of Oases" by
morrow’s meeting are- invited to CY 3-5693.
Kennard and "Introduction . to
meet at the "Y" lounge, 220 S.
Mathematical Physics" by RaitSeventh street at 7 p.m.
. Room for eollegegiris with liv- ton.. If found return to Informaing room, kitchen, laundry-Kw:tit- tion office Reward.
thing furnished. New and ’modern.
544 S. Seventh street.
Valuable keys lost on campus
SAN ROSE STATE COLLEGE
Jan. 4. Reward of IS if turned
Entered as second class matter APCil 24. 1/34.
Room ferlwo men in new mod- Into Information office.
it San Jos.. California, under the act of ern house. Private entrance. One
,3.,iS
ltrtrch
and one-half blocks from bus.- Mrs.
Prat
Full leased left wilts of United PtÆ
Ball, 1013 McKendrie street:-

. Spartan Daily

P.,s of this Globe Printing Company, 1445 S.
First St., San Jose, California. Member, Coll.
fermis, hliswspepor Publisher’s Association.

SAVE
10%
ON SHOE
REPAIRS

10% Cash Discount.
To S.J.S. Student
Body Card Holders
Shoe Service
276 S. FIRST

CY

3-9754

dent government ’to college ad."
ministration, budget’ procedures,
problems of the graduate manager
in state colleges as compared to
larger institutions, publicity, public relations, and publications.
student body card sales, insurr1 ty o s u en orance, tax
business
ganizations,
gni’tn
uocand
ca
procedures and athletics.

Erraduating?
plan

Chi PI Sigma: Al 1 members
to be .grad-.
Seniors who
urged to attend business meeting uated at the’end of spring quarter
at 7 o’clock tonight at the fra- or summer session should file
ternity house.
their request for graduation in
s
Freshman Class Council: Plans possehti Registrar’s office as soon a
for class constitution, and final
announcement for Black Cotter’s
bhlt to be made at today’s meeting in room 116 at 3:30 p.m.
Mayfair has it!
S
r tan Spinners: Advanced
class meets at 7:30 p.m: today at
-Washington school,- Beginners
(new class) meet at... 7:30 pan.
Large h-e-ad room for two. 2. Thor washer for $25: -DOA- ex- today at Lowell school, S. Seventh
boys, . board_ if desired.’ 65 S. cellent job. Anti sell by Friday. and Reed streets.
Burchard, 404 N. Setond street.
Ninth street.
IRA: Meet at 3:30 p.m. today
Ski poles, -11g u-r e skates, in room A29. Read and adopt con;Two ’room apartment for $55
per month, utilities included., Woman’s ski suit (16). Calk over! stitutions Plan first program.
FOR STATE STUDENTS ONLY
mitts, climbers fir sale:
Mrs.
Phone 1485. Los Gatos.
"Wills, room 161, on Monday and
Room and board for men. Five Wednesday from 2:30 to 4 p.m.

Want Good Food?

teF Hears Belli

three vacancies.
street, call CY 4-2902.

ERSONAL

inth

Men: Do you need a room close
Room for two fellotts with to -College? One that ho double
laundry and garage for $20’per tile showers, free telene, free
month. 478 N. Elgtftli street, call piano and costs only $15 per
CY 2-5921 after 2:30 p.m.
month? _ If _so call CY 3-1938ior
see at 426 S. Seventh street. One
and one-half blocks from college.
Hurry!

mg will
be guest speaker at the first winter %tarter meeting of Collegiate
Christian Fellowship in Room S31
at 12:30 o’clock today, according
to Stan Ekstrand, CCF.president.
"Walk Your Talk" will -he the
subject of ttie Rev. Bellig’s speech.

FITE’S

Automotive Service
Prompt Courteous sPruire
So

ANTHONY’S

Senior Clams: Meets today. 3:30
o’clock in Student Union.
All Campus Organizations:
Treasurers are reminded to bring
signatuie cards to Graduate Manager’s office immediately.
Philosophy Club: Students _are
invited to altend meeting, Ja4-.713i
Meet in front of Student Union’ at
7:30 p.m. Mr. Robinson will speak.
.Tau Delta Phi: Meet 12:30 p.m.
Friday in_tower.
for hot lunch.
Newman Club: All members interested in basketball team are
urged to Sign up during open
house today.
C. S. T. A. lEneenthe Council:
Plans for winter quarter to be
discussed at . meeting, today, at
4 wit. in room Al of Art wing.
Newman Club: Open House today. Hours: 2 to 5 p.m. and 7 to
11 p.m.

carrying on their business. Informal. panel. discussions will
held. No legislation is planned
-Schools Invited
.
h4avned
"uni
been
veThersitiesh41win tiif""ilegesornia.
.
.
invited:
University of California. Stanford, San Francisco State, St.
Mary’s. Santa Clara, Chico State.
San Diego. State, Fresno State.
UCLA, Loyola, USC, Cal. Poly.
Pepperdine, Pomona, Santa Bar._
bars, and San. Jose State.
Panel dgcusaions are scheduled*
on the following managerial problems:
btfoltitoreS, p6ru nt

Spartan students.

TIRE SERVICE
MARFAK LUB.
RECAPPING
Fourth and

Sf. John Streets
Cfpress 4-0752

MAYFAIR
RESTAURANT
isq- SO. FIRST ST.

Dining and
Entertainment

nowt

au aophoinores

Breakfast, Lunches, Dinners
Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m

Complete

MITCHELL’S

Soiks To Meet
There will be a meeting of the
Sophomore ’Candy Capers’ eommittee at 2:30 o’clock this afterin 210 in the Science build-lag. The meeting was announced
by Dick Vaum, class president,
who requested the attendance of
interested in working on the Sophomore Hop.

$5.50 Meal Tickets
-for $5-.-00

OPEN ALL NIGHT
1018

W. SAN CARLOS

CY 4-7815

loreg Aettold, J. Brokn, Mike Williams
Takes Nuptials
Marty.in Christmas Setting In
Home Town

Dolores Arnold, became- the bride of Jerome C. Brown Jr.
before an altar banked with poinsettias, greenery and holly in the
Trinity Lutheran church of Paso Robles.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. K.
M. Arnold of Paso Robles, the Masque, and was secretary to the
bride was eseriked to the altar Associated Student Body., She was
by her father. She wore an en- also drum majorette for the coltrain white satin gown fashioned lege band for two years.
with a full skirt. The yoke and
The benedict received his dethe sleeves of the gown were of
lace and her floor-length veil was gree from San Jose State college
lace-trimmed and held in place by where his fraternal affiliations
a crown of beads. A cascade bou- were Sigma Alpha Epsilon and
quet of red roses completed her Delta Phi Delta. He received his
ensemble.
master’s degree from Washington
Miss Marilyn Zeller was maid State college.
of honor for the former Miss ArThe young couple now are renold. She wore peacock blue taf- siding in Stockton.
feta styled with a bouffant skirt
and capped her outfit with a
matching braided halo hat. Her
bouquet was of white carnations.
Similar gowns were worn by the
bridesmaids, the Misses Helen
Tummonds and Leila McMahan.
Miss
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Wearing identical orchid-colored
organdy frocks were the tiny
Misses Lona Casper and Sonja
Muir, flower girls.
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Robert Brown of San Jose was
best man for his brother and Gordon Arnold, brother Of the bride,
Bob Barton,. and Jack Reiser were
ushers.
Following the ceremony read by
the Rev. Theo. F. Haeuser, -the
newly-married pair greeted friends
in the church’s social hall at a
reception,
Upon departing for the honey_
moon, the new Mrs. Brown was
weari ng a black crepe dress
topped with a gray kid fur coat
trivia/n.0 with a corsage of red

Miss Wartena
Plans to Marry
Joseph Ganser

A Christmas package from
Santa Claus’ bag revealed the engagement of Mies Joyce Wartena
to Joseph Ganser at a Yuletide
party given at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Ganser, parents of the
benedict-elect.
Miss Wartena is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Andre Wartena
of San Jose. She was graduated
from San Jose high school and is
attending San Jose State college.

- Miss Mary Kraus became the
bride of Mike , Wi ’nem s, SJS
junior, during the holidays. The
double-ring ceremony took place
in the First Christian chuich of
Santa Ana. The bride, given in
marriage by her lather, Is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Kilaug At &iota Arlo.. VI/idioms is
the son- of bIr.: and Mrs. Leslie
Williams of Santa Ana.
A gown of ivory satin, featuring
a beaded peter-pan collar and a
hoop skirt with full train was
worn by the bride. Her veil was
finger-tip I eti g t h, fashioned of
French illusion, falling from a
beaded tiara. She carried a white
orchid and Bible.
The candlelighters,’Miss Jackie
Morris and Miss Rosemarie MacDonald, also wore all white. In
striking contrast were the red
taffeta dress of Miss Diana Bernstein, maid of honor, and the
green flower-girl’s’ dress of Miss
Sherri Sumner.
Best man was Maurice Duke
and Tom Murphine and Frank
Errota were ushers.
Following a reception in the
church parlors, the couple left for
a trip along the California Coast.
The new Mrs. Williams chose a
taupe-brown tailored suit with
dark brown accessories for traveling.
The newlyweds "are both graduates .of Saytta Ana -junior college.
They now are String in Santa Cruz.

Nett-o-Renz Reveal
Troth at Banquet
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Society Cyclorarrta
Mr. and, Mrs. Charles Stevens,
Reside In San Jose Home---.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Stevens are at their Son Jose
gniw
ollof.nroh
a honeymoon trip to Los Angeles and Palm Springs.
elehT
former Miss Hen Parish and Mr. Stevens were married Dec. 23 in
Trinity Episcopal chure h. The
im Ie ceremony was performed
by The Rev. Dr. Mark Rifenbark.
For the occasion the bride wore
an afternoon suit accented by an
orchid corsage. The bride’s father,
WilliamftParish, gave his daughter
In marriage, while Kenneth Stevens, brother of the bridegroom,
acted
as best man.
The early winter wedding of
Mr. ancr Mrs. William Parish
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Farlow was
held in the Willow Glen Baptist traveled from Twin Falls, Idaho,
church. The former Elsie Reum to attend their daughter’s wedwore a white gown of chantilly ding.
The new Mrs. Stevens. has been
lace and marquisette, and veil
crowned wtth seed pearls. Her employed at the Health and -Hybouquet was composed of bouvar- giene department of San Jose
dia, white roses and an qrchid.
State college.
The couple was attended by
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton C. Farlow.
Mrs. Failow is the bride’s sister, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fagund,es of
and Mr. l’arlow is the groom’s San Jose. He was graduated from
San Jose State college in June
brother.
Mrs. Farlow wore aqua taffeta and is affiliated with P,hi Sigma
and Miss Olga Salo, niece of the Kappa fraternity.
The future bride attended San
bride, wore a flower-girl’s dress
Jose State college after studying
of pink taffeta.
The bridegroom is a senior at St. Mary’s academy in Leonardchemistry major at SJS and is the town, Md.
No wedding date has been set
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Farlow. The former Miss Reum is by the pair.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Torstein Reum.
The newlyweds honeymooned in
northern and southern California
and will live in San Jose.

Reum-Farlow I
Exchange Vow
In Willow Glen

Ganser was graduated from
Abraham Lincoln high school, and
is a past master counselor.ot De
Miss Dolores Netto, San -.lose
Molay. He served with the 7f.tiny
I OSPS.
Air corps during the war and State college graduate, and WilThe popular pair had numerous currently is attending San Jose liam F. Rettz Jr. ’announced their
affiliations while on campus. The State college.
engagement recently at a family
former Miss Arnold was a member
dinner party given by the future
of Delta Gamma sorority, Black
No date was set for the wedding. bride’s parents.
Miss Netto graduated from San
Benito County high school and
Junior college bef ore attending
State: She taught last year at the
Bear Valley school and is now at
PORTRAITURE and
Enterprise school. She is the
WEDDINGS
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
BY DAVE HEAGERTY
Netto of
list
Adm. _Thomas- M. Wol
cajumn -aNlears’
WHILE
essence.
of
Is the SOLL_Qt_William F. tr2ten (ar_ILSItIReit..)and Mrs. Wolter
under a head
ch is saggestive course, bi- in keeplaig with the Rens, San Benito county super- ton announced the engagement of
a radical, leftist, or Marxist hallowed traditions of the page visor. He Was graduated from the their daughter, Ann, to. Merle
mirage, one is not apt to tun upon which this appears. How- Hollister high_ school and Junior Fagundes recently.
CYpress 5-9215
21111 Park Ave.
’
across anything herein that casts
toil..ts related to other fields college.
The benedict-to-be is the son oft
a pinkish glow.
occasionally will be dug up, cultiWe aren’t pushing the assassi- vated, and buried.
nation of college administrators;
When venturing into neighboradvocating violent overtliMW-a
ing green pastures and something
the Schaeffer regime, nor are welookaunnatnraTly overripe, opinion
going to assail bourgeois tendenmay be expressed in condemnation
cies of certain campus non-profit
of the ugly phenomena. That
enterprises.
If they want to
which seems noctuous or in need
charge a dime for a cup of coffee
of change will draw fire. But,
in the coop, let some caffeine adkeeping in line with our cannons,
dict ignit a torch, incite a riot, or
comment will not boom when unthrow a bomb.
accompanied by views on healthy
Mere mention of the two words reconstruction.
which formidably grace the top of
OWING TO the hetrogenous
the column have been enough to
send the dyed-in-the-wool into fits structure of college life, which
of satagery and yes --- even have probably can be laid to post-war
been known to make offenders expansion and a vast number of
Principals in public and official commuters, a who-gives-a-damn
hearings. However, this writer has attitude has developed and perAreArt445$111e.OWArs,reOwr.rbe,.,tmtmooer
taken his oath, and does not -elect vades the campus today. When
situthis
noting,
the
reach
things
to -become the subject of -a-scatiPprobably cease to exist.
ation
ing-Thomas investigation.- -WoOTandl-ayon
NATURE STUDY. What Will Meanwhile it is fairly difficult to
be attempted in these ruled conk extract spice for this effort in an
Sizes 10 to 18
fines is this! To cover facts and atniosphere of apathy. Good and
good
a
happenings pertinent to Washing- complete coverage depend
Bright Plaids in
ton Square that warrant publica, deal on cooperative spirit. Copy
Brown, Red,
tit-in collectively, yet might not be can’t always be confected attrac-large enough to make a printable tively in surroundings taken for
_ Navy, Grey, ec..
yarn. Twice told stuff, contro- granted by subscriber-new sources.
But we’ll try.
Misted here.1..;
Most of the printed Matter will

ROBERT LAWS

Salon of Photography

&c.

Wolirettons4eNial
Daughter’s Troth

ial Revolution

Photo. dir’ciphs

Just Received By Brunfs Sport-Shop

NEW PLAID SLACKS
AND PEDAL-PUSHERS

SLACKS

Jewel Lakin Weds
Charlei-kRossMiss Jewel Lakin became tM
bride - of Charles Johnson Ross
recently in rites held in St. Louis,
Mo.
he new Mrs. Ross is the daughter, of Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Lakin
of San Francisco and Saratoga.
She attended San Jose State .col-4ege-1- and was graduated from
Semple school of New York City.
The bridegroom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Reid Ross
of St. Louis. H’e is a graduate of
-the-Missouri School of Mines, lie
holds membership in Sigma Nu
fraternity and the Engineers club
of St. Louis.

ART FLORISTS

8.95

"HELEN and BEULAH"

Pedal -Pushers
7.95
5.

Every day .is a
10.b

flower day for some one.
429 S. Bascom

CY.

FREE DELIVERY

3-0655
,BLUM’S NOW

OPEN THURSDAY

NIGHTS UNTIL 9:00-

s
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Spartan Frosh - Leonard’s
Tentative LiDeup13
No.
9 Stan Wacholz (6-2)
5 -Wendell Kibbe (5-11)
7 Paul Foerster (6-21/2)
17 Ron Hindley (6-2)
3 Bill Brunberg (6-1)

vo)

No.
10
9
11
5
7

Pos.
Bob Hagen (6-0)
Jim Cruz (6-1)
Art Allen (6-5)
Wes Stevenson (6-1)
Harley Dow (6-2)

Frosh Meet Ex-SAS
Stars Here Ten lie

Record Scorer

By BERK BAKER
With the varsity cagers, and all their glory in the southland, San
Jose State’s freshmen quintet takes over Spartan gym tonight to meet
Leonard’s Sport shop at 7 o’clock.
The frosh well deserve the feature billing they will get this evening. In eight games, they have been on the long side of the score
-sews* times. Thelr_iinly setback guard
post.
was to USE frosh in an early sea- I
Leonard’s roster is completed by
son affair.
Coach Tom Cureton is in the Dan Inveen, San Jose frosh in
habit of flooring a representative 1949, Pete Denevi, former SJS
DON NUTTALL
team. Last season his outfit came quarterback, Ab Rodriguez, USF San Diego State College Forward
Holmes
of
Jack
hooprnan
in
1948,
through a 21 game schedule with
the ’49 Santa Clara basketball
only three losses.
varsity, and Elgin Martin, tackle
"This team is a different type for the Josean pigskinners.
club than, the last one," the casual
mentor explained, "we haven’t as ’
much height and .are weaker on
defense, but the shooting ability
is about the same."
San Jose’s Spartan cagers are
One forward spot is a little
under par for the freshmen since
leaders among the small colleges
Jennings Smith, a capable front The Spartan basketball team of the nation in playing cleaner
man from Ventura, didn’t answer will be leaving today for a twobasketball games with a minimum
registration for the winter quar- game stand with CCAA members
personal fouls, according to
of
ter.
San Diego State and Pepperdine.
released recently by the
figures
Despite the loss of Smith, Cure The traveling squad, announced
ton stlil claims an efficient for- by Coach Walt McPherson, will National Collegiate Athletic buward in Wendell Kibbe from include SW Inman, Bob Wuest- reau.
Figures released for five games,
Stadium High school in Tacoma, hoff, Don McCaslin, George Clark,
Wash.
Chuck Crampto n, Bob Crowe, excluding the Sacramento State
Nearby Santa Clara has ’con- Ralph Romero, Ted Prescott, Dean game, show SJS ranked first with
the fewest fouls, committing only
tributed Stan Wacholz, six-two Giles and Mort Schorr.
center, to the first year -men’s
San Diego’s Aztecs will host the 69 for a 13.8 percent average. On
camp. Wacholz has made a good Spartans on Friday night with the the free-throw line, the Spartans
showing at the pivot post, but in Waves doing the honors Saturday are in 17th place, connecting witki
49 shots out of 76.
order to plug the hole at one for- night.
Of the 29 teams listed for deward spot Wacholz may be moved
fensive play, State-1.4-ed 11th
to forward in an experiment by
Ye Ed Invites Criticism
with 216 points scored against
Coach Cureton. If so, Paul Foerster, from the local Lincoln High
Worcester, Mass. (UPIA copy then: for a 43.2’ percent average.
school will start at center. Foer- of the now -defunct Shrewsbury
ster measures about the same News, dated Feb. 25, 1891, found
height as Wacholz, so no, height in Harold Hall’s attic. bpre this
will be discarded.
of’
editor’s tiOtt: -"Whetfby
Ron Hindley, pangy forward omission or commlssio W ineur
from the coast"town -of Santa your displeasure, state youe‘eomCruz, will prllably find himself plaints to our editor, who will
Medium Large
Small
playing psÆrd tonight. And Lee right the matter honorably or die
STU INMAN. State center and storing lender, will pace the Jensejwa better than usual dei
in the attempt."
Spartans_agaInst San Diego State tomorrow night in the Border fenstre
man on rebounds will go
eity. ’Inman, who is. playing his last year for San Jose Matt., has
rward. , from guard__ ’Cureto
linseed 1182 points in four years, an all-time Spartan rmorci
Husband

State Cagers Rate
Basketball-Team First in Clean Play
Leaves For South

-sift

PLASTIC

II A IN tOker S

Women’s

Ann’ ounees
i
’Hogan, Snead -llumby
Postpone Play 1Coming Tourneys
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 11 --(UP)
--A first -prize playoff of the Los
.Angeles Open Golf Tournament
between Ben Hogan and Slamming Sammy Snead was postponed
yesterday until Tuesday, Jan. 17,
after both men insisted they could
not play championship golf on the
rain -soaked Riviera Country club
course.
The decision to call off the 18hole playoff between Hogan, playing his first tournament since a
near - fatal automobile collision,
, and Snead came after a dramatic,.
hour-long meeting in the. club-house coffee. shop.
It was barely 10 minufi.s before
; the scheduled tee-off when the
’meeting broke up.
,
Rain -starting before dawn had
:turned the difficult Riviera course
into a virtual quagmire.

:Miami Air Maneuvers
MIAMI, Fla., Jan. 11(UP) A new record went into the books
today after the defending champion and four California midget
plane pilots qualified for the
$10,000 feature race of the Miami
. All-American Air maneuvers beginning Friday.
Keith Sorenson of La Crescenta,
ICalif.. established a new record
for a qualifying ‘heat in the 190Cubic ’Inch Class by moving
around the two-mile -course at
186.074 miles per hour. The 1949
; titlist, S. J. Whitman of ’Oshkosh,
Wis., qualified at 174.33 MPH.
Other qualifying times included
Hollywood,
North
Custer,
Ed
183.026; J. L. Jones, California,
1.179.104; and Bob Downey, Whittrer, California, 180.904.

hesitates in this bit of wisdom,
but a scorinundh-mutt beA’oun
for the forward position.

, Miami, -Fla, (UP)William M.
Wolforth, new Miami mayor, does
Carl Brunberg, smooth play- not expect his wife to question his
maker from Galileo High school choice of a city hall secretary.
in San Francisco, and Bill Abbott Wolforth chose his mothet-in-law.
by way of Sah Jose’s Lincoln high
school will see considerable activity at the guard pdsition.
Regardless of their past record
the Josean fi ssh will face their
most obstinate opponent in
Leonard’s.
Bob Hagen, former all-CCAA
a complete line of sporting
forward at San Jose State, leads
the sportsters. Jim Cfuz, of the
1949 Spartan team teams with
Hagen at forward. Art Allen,
tackle on the football team, plays
center. *es Stevenson, one time
eager for Walt McPherson, is at
one guard and Harley Dow, grid
team captain, is at the other

Intramural Director Ted Mum by announced yesterday that January 25 will be the deadline signup date for the college doubles
tennis tourney and the novice
wrestling and frosh junior varsity
tournaments.
The tennis tussles will begin as
soon as weather permits play.
Cups and medals will be awarded
to the tourney winners. Mumby
expects a large turnout for the
court events and is planning to
include a series of consolation
matches.
With Feb. 9 and 10 set for the
FEBRUARY 2 - 7
wrestling nuAtches,- Mumby said
that entry- b1ania are new--available in the Men’s gym and should
be filled out as soon as possible.
The intramural basketball 1,
New York and Othar’Points
games will begin next week and
Chicago
$79.00 plus fax
the schedule will be out soon.
COAST TO COAST AIR SERVICE
Regulations and schedules will be
Raserations by Phone Only
posted on the bulletin board of flelets Delivered
CYpross 4-1703
the Men’s gym.

"Tamingof the Shrew"

FLY FOR $87:30

Special Laundry Rates
to College Students on Wednesday

Men’s

$1.29

FIRESTONE STORE
SOUTH FIRST I REED

Cope & IPPItetre"ts
and athletic equipment

SKIERS
SKIS
POLES
BOOTS
BINDINGS
Accessories

Clothing
PANTS
11.95 up

By "Whit* Stag"
& "Slalom"

NYLON JACKETS
10.95 up

ONE FREE DRY WITH EVERY TWO MACHINES

Most Complete -Stocks In Town

SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE

SKI RENTALS

463

Cfpress 4-2420

SO. SECOND

30c WASH
OPEN

20c DRY

30-MINUTE SERVICE

Weekdays 11-11 Sat. 11-6 Sun.
Closed Thursday

10-3

71 W. SAN ANTONIO

CYpress 5-2939

.J111
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Spartans Smash Three sad State
Raisin Bowl .Records - Pleases Crowd

By SEEK BAKER
Spartan cheerers were exceptionally generous with their plaudits during Sacramento-San Jose
game. They not only _gave the
home team well deserved applause but echoed appreciation for
Quavtevback Gene Menges completed nine out of 16 passes in the the efforts of the strangers. It
was the first time that SacraRaisin Bowl for 131 yards to eclipse the record of lift-Yirils on six
mento State has ever played in
completions by COPS.Eddie LeBaron in 1948.
Spartan gym abd the local fans
must have received a favorable
Standards 4ied were by George Keene. whose three pass recepimpression.
tions equalled COP’S John Rohde’s record, also set in 1948. Center
Regis Hurley, who looks every
Keith Carpenter intercepted two Texas Tech passes, the same number day plus his 29 years, was especof heaves snared by Del Cockayne ’of Drake in 1946. Fullback Jack ially effective in winning the atDonaldson tallied two touchdowns to share scoring honors with three tent ion of the San Jose fans. When
he kit the game the speedy little
other -previous Raisin Bowl participants.
,
five -nine guard- received a warmThe Spartans 11.:(1 Pqt bliShed-tiVanthi.r rervIrria by boing-peng16.412,61-ovation.
Ineldrntally it was the play of
lized ohly once for a total of five yards.
,
_
.
Hurley and two other comptira- Menges the Magician established four new season marks. Ile the shorties in the basketball
completed 99 aerials in 182 attempts for 1490 Yards and 16 scores, all world that kept the Hornets ’in
new standards., As a team, San Jose completed 127 -out of 244 for.2013 content’ . Ralph Maloof-played
at an accelerated pace throughyards and 19 TD’s, all new records.
out and Pete Peleliu sank Just
Junior Morgan set two records by receiving 25 passes for 468 about uverv thing he tried in tho
yards. He scored 6 TD’s. Billy Wilson caught 24 for 325. yards and second half. Both stand about
five -ten.
tt,
three scores.
The
winning
Spartans
also
.
Harry Russell’s 668 yards from rushing broke Bud Nygren’s nine- . pleased their followers. Chuck
year old Mark and- helped the -Spartans toil-to 3070- yards on- the Crampton ,is beddming a_ favorite
ground, a new team record. The Spartans total offense of 5083 yards with the crowd after only starting
six game for the Josean varsity.
is also a new record.
His two-handed over the head
Donaldson crossed the goal line 12 times for 72 points, both new set shot is: something foreign to
records and the Spartans added another pair of team records by scor- west coast audiences. It is something we see only in ’newsreels,
ing 71 touchdowns and 477 points.
but its quite common east of
the Mississippi.
Comparative Team Statisties of &MC and Opponents
George Clark’s appearance in
San Jose
Sad Jose Coach Walt McPherson’s lineup
State
Opponents was gratifying. It was Clark’s
first appearance in the Varsity
Games
13
13
uniform of SJSC.
CHUCK CRAMPTON, Spartan guard, is playing his second sea- Running Play
607
638
son of varsity basketball for (’each Walt McPherson. Crampton saw
Dean Giles also showed well.
Yards Gained
3416
2629
action in 28 ball games last year and scored 65 points as a reserve.
and he, along with Clark and
Yards
Lost
346
528
He has been promoted to the starting five this year and has played
Ralph Romero, give McPherson
Net Yards Gained
fine ball in the Spartan’s six games to date.
3070
2101
eight dependabies to call into acAverage per game
. 236.7
161.5 tion any time.
Passes Attempted
272
--,. ....... ,......._ 244
Don McCaslin is still making
Passes Completed
his fake work. He hides the ball
127
115
.-___
.
with his back to the opponent
Completion Average
.520
.424
and throws a bare hand into the
Had Intercepted
1633
; LOS $049111L4S,. Jan. 11 -(UP) STOCKTON, CALIF., Jan. 10.air faking, a
tAf’s mairisScoring
passes
......
..
19
.
8
afos. Aueies Rams yestefe (UP)-Stockton announced plans
ing
how,
to
Net
Yards Gained
-:
f’4570. -fellow
.--liflastoly Ten. sift its estertlay for the two ceremonies
re.
’’’ 154-.8
but for a franchise in the Nat Sunday honoring College of Pacif- Average per game
1217.5 Mceaslin then pivotiots.
"910"
851
lonal:Anserican Professional Foot. ic Quarterback Eddie LeBaron Total Running and_ivassing Plays
. ..
and movie actress Janet Leigh, Average per gariii
.
’ 391.0
ball league..,
282.9
a former COP student.
Times
punt
76
.
60
heavy
a
Pauley,
Oilman Ed
Miss Leigh, whose real name Yards punt
,
2271
2629
Stockholder in the Rams, wired
is Janet Motrison, will be present Average per punt
II’
37.9
34.6
Houston ’Oilman Glenn McCarthy
for an afternoon ceremony at a
Punts blocked
FOR S.J.S. STUDENTS
0
Tuesday promising help in pre5
- Stockton theater where-a_number
i--- 34
senting the city’s franchise plea.
No.
punts
returned
747v
ONLY
of .gifts will be presented to Le’
643
379
Baron who completed four, years Yards punts returned
, 13.7
11.2
of outstanding football this sea- Average return
,
Fine Wholesome Food
No, Kickoffs returned
46
son.
79
at Low Cost
956
1365
In the evening LeBaron and Yards Kickoffs returned
Average
return
17.3
20.8
Miss Leigh will be guests at a
REGULAR $5.50
dinner meeting launching t h e Penalties
82
80
local March of Dimes campaign. Yards Lost Penalties
802
595
First Downs-rushing
102
114
First Downs -passing
72
56
NOW
First Downs-penalties
8
4
Breakfast, Lunch, Mins,
FEBRUARY 2 - 7
First Downs-total
182
174
Touchdowns
71
32
PAT Attempted ,
71 32
PAT Made
, 47
20
c
Field Goals
0
1
Safeties
232 S. FIRST STREET
A
2
0
Total Points
Next to Mission Thitaftit
477
215Average per game
.
36:7
16.5
San Jose State gridders broke three Raisin Bowl records and tied
three others in defeating Texas Tech, 20-13 Dec. 31, and the performances help set up nine new individual Spartan records and eight
new team searn.sta.nclards.1.--

Stockton Honors
‘Excellent Eddie’

L.A. Rams Back
Houston Pro Bid

eh 6..
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A GOOD DM!

this weekend
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MEAL TICKETS
$4.95

1-lighway 50

Howe of Flowers

DELUXE
SANDWICH SHOP

Squa0falley

’Black Cats A

at

Donner Summit

Central Area

Winte’r Carnival .
RENO, Jan. 11-(UP) -The annual University of Nevada Winter
Carnival will be held Feb. 16, 17
and 18 wirth eight-Paeltie Coast
college ski teams invited to compete, it was announced today.

’

Steue4NaSe
Sespice

REASONABLE PRICES!!
N.C.C. CARDS - 15’/. OFF

For Reservations Contact
DAVE BROWN
Comays Ropriasntative
Phone CV 5-191111
230 S. 7t11 Street

The

CY 4-6595

234 S. 2nd

Jumping competition will be
held at White Hills, downhill and
slalom events at Mt. Rose and
the cross country, if snow condi,
tions permit, at the Washoi ts
county golf course in Reno.

HUMIDOR

Barber Sgop & Smoke Shop
AM.

TMatjaines

Schools invited are California,
Pacifie,
of
College
Stanford.
UCLA, San Jose, Portland University, Washington State and
Utah.

1

Rest In Peace

Th. best haircuts in
town for only $1.00

339 Se41’t41 First S+ ..t

LET’S GET IN SHAPE!
BEFORE

AFTER
Body Building
Figure Development
Progressive faxtrcises
Massage
Heat Room
Complete Boxing Setup

Free, Personalized
Consultations
Beginners Welcome
and
Given Special Instruction
REASONABLE RATES
Individual Instruction
for
MEN AND WOMEN
by

.

STOCKTON, Calif., Jan. 10(UP) -The College of Pacific
Tuesday retired foot ball jersey
No. 40 worn by ’Eddie LeBaron,,
Vitae great
PerforrnanCes ar:
quarterback for four years won k,
him national recognition.

HARPO ANDREWS
Ins,pcfor

MATH UNLINOTED, INC.

130 POST ST. (Corner Post & S. Market)

CV 4-32%

oft

,
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Alice and Harold Allen
Talk for Audubon Club
Program Features Film
Alice and Harold Allen will appear tonight at 8 o’clock at the
Montgomery theater in the San Jose civic auditorium under the
auspices of the Santa Clara valley Audubon society, according to
Dr. Matthew Vessel, chairman of the Audubon screen tours.
This evening’s lecture by the two famous naturalists and radio
personalities will be highlighted by a color film, "Sounds of the
Sageland". Announcement of the
feature was made to San Jose
State college through the campus
Audubon society. Student admission is 50 cents.
Dr. Gertrude Cavins, registrar
for the West Coast nature school,
said the screen tour would, "open
avenues of thinking, and give
those students making the WCNS
Death valley trip in March an
opportunity to appreciate the
place they will be visiting."
The Audubon society reports
that, although the Aliens do not
consider themselves authoritative
naturalists, they are nature lovers, and appreciators of the "desert sagelands".
Harold Allen, after completing
studies at the University of Southern California, entered radio work
and became a leading Hollywood
sound effects man. He has impersonated such stars as Frederic
March and Frank Morgan as well
aj imitating birds and animals.
ti Alice Allen is a featured coast
to coast radio artist. Her musical
Abilities have equipped her for a
gliccessful ’career, according to the
The society
Audubon society.
states that she has written, directed and staged musical productions and radio programs.
The society calls the Aliens
"masters of sound effects. They
now devote their time almost entirely to lecturing."
Three more Audubon screen
tours will follow tonight’s perstated.
Vessel
Dr.
formance,
Walter Breckenridge will appear
Pet). 4); Howard Cleaves, Mar. 17:
and Alexerker Sprunt Jr., Apr. 27.
Their movies will be "Paul Bunyan Country", "Midnight Movies
in Animal Land", and "Our Living Earth", respectively.

Library.RoornFor Newspapers
Room L211 of the Library has
been converted into a newspaper
reading room, according to Miss
Joyce Backus, librarian.
The room, which has a seating
capacity of 32, will be open during regular library hours. It has
better lighting facilities then the
upstairs hall which was formerly
used.
Among the publications which
are available are the San Francisco Chronicle, Examiner, and
News, the New York Times, the
Christian Science Monitor, the
Wall Street Journal, the San Jose
News and Mercury Herald, and
Publishers’ Auxiliary.

French Society
Installs Officers
Installation of Iota Delta Phi
officers for the quarter took place
last night when the French honorary society held its first meeting of the winter "term. The newly -elected officers are Nadine
Douglas, president; Jim Fort ney,
vice-president; Doris Sweet, secretary; Clifford Wurfel, treasurer,
and Robert Athenour, historian.
Plans were also made for an
open house for prospective members to be held in the Student
Union Jim. 18,

Cancer Drive Dope
for the
Total contributions
Damon Runyon Cancer fund show
presented last Monday amounted
to $66.65 according to Frank
Fuller, show chairman.
Bands are being selected for
two additional cancer fund shows
which are to be presented at Stanford university and the civic auditorium in San Jose. Names of
bands and dates of performances
will be released at a later date.

Dr. Theo. Cox,
Navy Veteran,
Joins Doctors
Dr. Theodore F. Fox, formerly
of Los Angeles, has joined the
staff of college physicians this
quarter, according to Miss Margaret Twombly, head of the
health and hygiene department.
Dr. Cox is a navy teteran with
22 years of service. He was graduated from the College of Medicine at Western Reserve university in Cleveland, Ohio. He then
entered the navy as a medical
officer. In his first year OT duty
he augmented his medical knowledge by being graduated from the
Naval Post medical school in
Washington, D. C. Dr. Cox was
retired as a lieutenant commander in 1938.
Following his "hitch", Dr. Cox
engaged in experimental shock
therapy work in Los Angeles.
During World War II he was in
charge of the Department of Interior’s park service hospital in
Grand Canyon, Arizona. His rose.’
war position was that of general
practitioner in Los Angeles.

Folk Dancers Register
For Oakland Festival

Sign-ups for the trip to the California Folk Dancing federation
festival, to be staged in Oakland Sunday, Jan. 15, may be made
tonight at the Spartan Spinners meetings. Another sign-up shoot-wig-be in Mrs. Wilson’s office in the Women’s gym until noon tomorrow,
Members of the Spinners and anyone else interested are urged
to attend the festival, according to Jack Golden, publicity chairman.
This will be the first festRal of
the year, and is usually a’ colorful

Two Volumes
By Dr. Guthrie
Due at Library

occasion with folk-dancers ,fibm
near and far in attendance,
Golden said. It will be held in ths
Oakland Civic auditorium from
1 to 3 p.m.

Cars and a chartered bus will Teave-The-rorner-of Seventh al-Td_ _
er
Dr. Andrew Guthrie, upper di- San Carlps streets at 11:15 a.m.
vision associate physics professor and will return by 7:30 p.m.
at San Jose State college, will Transportation with a minimum
order for the campus Library edi- charge will be available for anytions of his two volumes in the one who wishes to go.
National Nuclear Energy series,
Jack Golden, chairman, urged all
he said in an interview this week.
students interested in folk -dancThe two volumes, "The Characing to attend the beginner’s class
teristics of Electrical Discharges
tonight in Lowell school at
in. Magnetic Fields," Which is a
Seventh and Reed streets. "Even
-collection of 11 papers edited by
if you don’t know your right foot
Dr. Guthrie, and "Vacuum Equipfrom ’your left", he said, "We will
ment and Techniques," are the
have special instructors to show
only two volumes in the seven
you the steps so that you can
volume series which have been
catch up with the beginners who
published. Dr. Guthrie said the
have had some ’instruction." The
other five are secret, concerning
advanced- section will meet, in
processes in the production of
-Washington school at--State end
atomic bombs and piMs-bly----Will
Oak streets.
Louis
Frangione,
1950
La
Torre
ALLEN
HAROLD
remain
secret
for
some
time.
ALICE and
editor, has named Ruth Mahr and
He stated that the bulk of the
Bill Winslade associate editors for 11 papers in the first volume was
the annual, it was learned yester- compiled by a British group of
day.
research scientists at the UniverRuth Mahr is a junior education sity of California radiation laboramajor, and Bill Winslade a junior tories at Berkeley. It was while
commercial arts major. These two Dr. Guthrie was head of the technew members complete the La nical information division in the
Alpha Delta Sigma, national adTorre executive staff, which in- UC laboratories that he put in
cludes Bill Schulz, business man- the work leading up to these vol- vertising fraternity, and Gamma
Alpha Chi, pational advertising
"Experimental Nucleus", a ser- ager; Elaine Williams, photo t -di - umes.
sorority from San Jose State colies of paintings by Mr. Robert tor Ted Breeden, sports and copy
He said he had also worked on lege will be the official hosts to
in- editor, and Walter de Coux, art the five secret volumes all part
department
Art
Coleman,
the Junior delegates who attelai
editor.
structor, can now be seen in the
the Mid-Winter conference of the
The 1950 Spartan yearbook is
Art room of the Library.
Advertising association of the
the biggest in history, with 272
West to be held in San Jose, Jan.
Mr. Coleman has employed a pages, eight colored shots of the
15-17, according to Jim Caputo,
mixed media to launch his new campus, new sections added, and
senior advertising major and Junexperiment in design. He has used better photography, according to
ior cons ent ion chairman.
_water colors, wax crayons, pastels. Frangione.
colored India inks, pencils and
.A _short_ welcoming-address --to-- Over half of the 2250 copies -of
pure Sod dyes,. "anything that the- La Torre were ibld Twit week.
the delegates will--Ise-given-713y---wiitdd Jove color." The color has Reservations for :Copies may be
canuto sttlickty afterliclon In Room
been iplashed On to ’create _ the. made with any IA _Torre staff
/I of the Sett Joie ChriC auditoreffect of centralized design.
ium, opening a two hour advermember, or at the Graduate Mantising business session.
ager’s office, room 16. .
not
titled
the
.Coleman
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